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1. N LECTION OF VICE-CHAIUMA'

The CMAD.Y announced that vr Water Muller (Chile), elected

Vice-Chairman at the previous meeting, was unable to serve, and called for

nominations to fill this office.

On the ERnomination of Mr. LLAS (Colombia)O, supported by Mr. MRESCO
(Argentina) and Mr. PARRA (Mexico), thMe CHAIRMAN declared r. Puig (Ecuador)
unanimously elected as Vice-Chairman.

2. GENERAL DISCUSSION

The CHIRMAN asked for an expression of general views regarding
Chapter IV, suggesting that insofar as was feasible, in view of the

inter-relation of the various chapters of the Chfarter, delegates conine their

observations to this Chapter.

M. IERAS (Colombia) believed it might be useful'i some member of the

Preparatory Comittee would clarify certain pIoints in Chapter V2 in

particular the use of customs tariffs for the uproteaction of indstry nd

agriculture. Some objections had been made to the present text on the

grounds that it did not offer reasonable protection,sbut it had been aid

that this protection was offered in 1Articles 13 and 4 of Chapter III. Those

articlesmentioned protective measures which seemed to be contrary-to the
principles of the Chartner. The questiowas whether tariffs, with respect

to which no contractual obligations had been assumed under Article 17, would

be subect to Articles 13 and 14 or would be subject to adjustment by the'

member without limitations.

Mr. RYDER (United States of America) stated it was the intention that

any member.would be free to impose or to increase tariffs on any product not

bou.nd under Article 17' However, there did exist under Article 17 nf

obligation to negotiate a general reduction of tariffs. Article 13 provided

relief in those instances in which it would not otherwise be available under

thecharter,
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Mr.LLERAS (Colombia), while appreciating the explanation, suggested
that it would be useful to include in Article 17 some reference to the need
of certain countries to maintain reasonable protection of industry through
customs tariffs, particularly as a guide to the future tariff committee.

The protection of industry by means of tariffs would bring about healthier

economies because tariffswere a more stable measure than quantitative
restrictions, were simpler from an administrative point of view and were

less discriminatory.

Mr CHAVEZ (Peru) shared the point of view expressed by the

representative of Colombia, and indicated that his delegation had submitted

an amendment to Article 17.

Mr. LLORENTE (Philippine Republic) while agreeing to the doctrine of

the Charter for normal times, felt that until his country was in a more

normal position economically, it would be difficult for it to follow such

rules. He believed in full protection for infant industries including
other means of protection than tariffs. An expanded multilateral trade,
was the effect and not the cause of an improved domestic economy. The

removal of barriers would serve to bring about an expansion of multilateral

trade only if it did not conflict with national plans for development. He

believed further that anyorganization established to regulate international

trade should not be a super-state with power to enforce economic sanctions.
Such sanctions should be applied only when a country provoked a state of

war and then only with the unanimous concurrence of all member States.

Mr. BLUSZTEIN (Poland) felt that the provisions of Chapter IV were the

most important of the Draft Charter since they affected the entire scope
of international trade and national economy. He quoted from the informal
summary of the ITO Charter (E/CONF.2/INF. 8, Page 9) which stated in general
terms that Chapter IV is concerned with the reduction or elimination of

barriers to international trade, and with stimulating international trade

on a multilateral basis. This was based on the idea that if the restrictions

to international trade, particularly since 1930, were reduced it would effect

increased employment, etc. He did not feel this was a realistic thesis. The

application of quantitative restrictions and bilateral agreements was the

result, not the cause, of the economic crisis. As a matter of fact, .these

restrictions had permitted countries to maintain their foreign trade, and

since the end of this war most countries had indulged in bilateral agreements
because of insufficient reserves and credits. He therefore, could not share
the opinion of the delegation of France expressed in plenary session that

the current lack of balance in international payments was due largely to the

isolation of Eastern Europe. His country had trade agreements with all but

/three countries
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three countries of Western Europe and was presently negotiating a new trade
agreement with France.

With regard to the provisions on Article 22, he believed it right and
proper that non-discrimination in quantitative restrictions should apply
in the circumstances covered by Article 20, but it was inadmissible that
it should apply in the case of balance of payments difficulties covered
by Article 21.

His delegation could not agree to the statement in the informal summary
of the ITO Charter (E/CONF.2/INF.8) that state trading bodies "tend to be
more susceptible to political considerations in buying and selling than are
private businesses." He felt that the Draft Charter represented a vote of
no confidence in state enterprises, in which he could not join. His
elegation hoped that both these points would be reconsidered.

Mr. PEREZ(Dominican Republic) felt that the second paragraph of
Article 16 was unaceptable and that countries such as his would suffer most
from preferential treatment clauses. His country could not accept this,
position and would ask that the preferential arrangements sanctioned by
Article 16 be eliminated or revised too eliminafte uonfavourable effects
ofexistingpreferences.The reduction made recently in the tariffs of the
Dominican Republic should be taken into account in any future negotiations
for reduction of tariffs.

Mr. LAROSA(Italy) approved the brave commercial policies of the
Charter in attempting to effect protection only through tariffs. Such a

principle presupposed a balanced equimlibrium which must await emergence
from the of war. One problem facing Italy was the barriers
to migration of Italian labour which in turn affected the volume of
remiittances received. ' '''- '

As an exporter of "luxury" products, Italy was concerned with the
ngtoplttion of Artic2 i( (b) relative t"esential" products. Some
special rct000ule was to permit countries aed by this situation to

reachgationresa fair soviio .u Thub Italian deleserved the right tosbmit
an amehnsdregard.met to dee-it interests in tisi

RAOiawiic)tsbasisae ChprdJV 8.as the siaof-e iffre
'onion becousen the lesscountries,ynstrializedse 0CS,whch compripd

tthreoe-fouands ofie hwrld,dustrillizediaynsaaxshwhicbiglyncourria ich
inetoed oserket n osurpluses.This conflictlic
would nont exist if Chapter IV did otpl apy to alike.n Iternational
trawde as restrainnd -ot by high tarsiff quantitative restrictions and
exchange control, but bhy te lack of purchasing power. The reduction of
tariff woumd -ean the paralysis of economic development of the less

/±ndaustrialized-
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industrialized countries and would leadto a still further lowering of

purchasingpower.

Thiswas his reason for objecting to the principle of the reduction
of tariffs as the basis of the Charteras well as to the ITO having the

power to force members to commence tariff negotiations. On the other

hand, his delegation was prepared to negotiate on a voluntary basis.
Mr. BULL (Canada) stressed the danger in further broadening existing

preferential tariff systems since that would be contrary to Article 1

paragraph 4 of the Charter and would be a retreat from the gainsalready
accomplished by the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. Important
concessions embodied inArticle 15 had already been made for undeveloped
countries, and Article 42 provided for customs unions.

Canada had accepted with regret the existing exceptions to Article 20,
particularly paragraph 2 (c) (i), and could not approve of any further
weakening of these provisions.

Mr. ZORLU (Turkey) stated that if existing preference systems wereallowedtobe maintained under Article16,similartreatmentwouldhaveto be requested by those countriesformerlygrouped in the Ottomen Empire.Sincethe Treaty of Lausannethe countries of the Middle Easthadbeenfaced
with difficulties due to the breaking up of this economic entity which they

had tried to remedy.If preferences were permitted for some,they should
be for all.

Mr. PUIG (Ecuador) stated that there were two opinions apparent in the
conference;those of the great industrial powers versus those of the
non-industrial countries whose products were limited to agriculture and

raw materials.
The elimination of tariffs or discriminatory treatment wouldleave

small countries without protection and would reduce theirsources of

revenue forimportant public works essential to the furthering of economic
development.

Mr. CHANG(China)stated that countries were in varyingstagesof

developmentand that to apply the same set of rules to all producedan
unequal incidence. Highly industrialized countries were in a betterposition
to accept such a code. The Charter should state general principles and

should avoid cumbersomedetails requiring a large bureaucracy for their
administration. Perhaps it would be wise to review the Charter at the end

of three or five years rather than ten since alI countries were undergoing
constantchanges.Mr. COREA(Ceylon) re-emphasizedthe importancehiscountryattachedto the

provisions concerning quantitative restrictionsastheyrelatedtothepurposeof the ITO outlined inArticle 1. The provisionsofArticle20wouldin effectfreeze the less developedcountriesat theirpresentlevel,procluding the /attainment
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attainment of the objectives of Article 1, particularly an increase in the

standard of living. Subsidies and tariffs were of limited. value as

protective devices andin his opinion some provision for the use of

quantitative restrictions for protective purposes must be made. All through
-the Charter escape clauses were provided to meet the needs of particular
countries. If that were true, some consideration should be given to the

large group of countries who sought relief from Article 20 until they could

attain comparative economic status. His delegation had in mind. certain

amendments on that point.

The CHAIRMAN pointed out that amendments which would permit the use

of quantitative restrictions for economic development were being considered
by Committee II and that while he recogiized the difficulties in view of

the inter-relation of the provisions of the Charter, he requested members to

confine their statements Insofar- as possible to Chapter IV.

Mr. BAHGAT (Egypt) cited paragraph 2 of Article 17 which provides for
certain action should a member fall to carry out its obligations under
paragraph 1. The terms of this paragraph as drafted threatened the economic::
existence of under-developed countries. A further problem would be created -
for Egypt by the loss of revenue from tariffs. Article 17 should be
re-drafted so as to allow for a reasonable transition period for the economic
development of smaller, less industrialized countries, before requiring such

meber states to negotiate tariff reductions.
* Mr. JIMENEZ (El Salvador) stated that a distinction should be made

between tariffs imposed to eliminate competition and those of a fiscialnature

necessary for revenue purposes in sma1l, under-developed countries.
A special situation existed in the Central American countries with

respect to preferences and he believed Article 16 should include an escape
clause for this group.

The CHAIRMANannounced that the general discussion would be concluded,,.
at the next meeting, after which a detailed examination of the Chapter would.
be begun on the basis of the provisional edition of the Annotated. Agenda
which would be circulated Wednesday morning. The next meeting would be
held on Wednssday, 3 December, at 10.30 a.m.

The meeting rose at 12.45 p.m.


